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SPEAKERS IN THE UNION

The motion made and lost at the Institute Committee meeting yester-
day to exclude speakers from the Union during noon hour seems to have
been settled in accordance with the greatest good to the greatest
number. While it is obviously desirable to have a place of entertainment
for students is desirable, the educational advantages, scientific as well as
musical, to be derived from occasional talks are, in our opinion,
more important, and are certainly taken advantage of by a greater
number.

The attempt to make a distinction between the T. C. A. and other orga-
nizations sounds much like sordid efforts made throughout the ancient
and middle ages to muzzle all "here-

In order to attract the larger number of students, the Union will have the honor of
having Mr. A. D. Little speak in
the Chemical Society

"Technical Reports" Subject of Practical Address to Large Audience.

If there are any Ingeniuses in the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

The Junior Class at Penn this year
have observed over two hundred cases.
The style of cane selected was one of Maneed wood with silver mountings.
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